The method of moments is employed to predict the evolution of aerosol particles in the rainfall process. To describe the dynamic properties of particle size distribution, the population balance equation is converted to moment equations by the method of moments and the converted equations are solved numerically. The variations of particle number concentration, geometric mean diameter, and geometric standard deviation are given in the cases that the Brownian diffusion and inertial impaction of particles dominate, respectively. The effects of raindrop size distribution on particle size distribution are analyzed in nine cases. The results show that the particle number concentration decreases as time goes by, and particles dominated by Brownian diffusion are removed more significantly. The particle number concentration decreases much more rapidly when particle geometric mean diameter is smaller, and the particle size distribution tends to be monodisperse. For the same water content, the raindrops with small geometric mean diameters can remove particles with much higher efficiency than those with large geometric mean diameters. Particles in the "Greenfield gap" are relatively difficult to scavenge, and a new method is needed to remove it from the air.
Introduction
Our surroundings are filled with aerosol particles which not only affect the environment such as the air visibility, weather, and climate, but also cause respiratory diseases. Available researches show that the respiratory diseases are not only related to the particle mass concentration but also to the particle size and number concentration [1] . Therefore, it is necessary to remove aerosols from air. In nature, precipitation is one of the most effective approaches to remove aerosols in air, in which raindrops collide with aerosols and then collect them. The removing process is affected by external factors including aerosol size distribution [2] , raindrop size distribution (RSD) [3] , rainfall intensity [4] , and physical and chemical properties [5] and internal factors including collision mechanisms between raindrops and aerosols and condensation/evaporation of raindrops and aerosols [6] . The mechanisms involved in the above processes include particle Brownian diffusion, direction interception, inertial impaction, thermo-and diffusiophoresis forces, and electrical forces [2, 7] . Although these forces are coupled, one or more of them may dominate for various regions of particle size, drop size, particle density and hydrodynamic temperature, and diffusion fields.
In the rainfall process, the most interesting thing is how the particle size distribution (PSD) changes as time progresses and how PSD is affected by different RSD. In order to answer the questions, the population balance equation (PBE) for particles is introduced [8] . The kernel of PBE is how to express the scavenging coefficient which represents the removing rate of aerosols by raindrops and is a function of collision efficiency of raindrops, terminal velocity of raindrops, and PSD [4] . In the pioneering work, Slinn [9] obtained a semiempirical formula of collision efficiency according to the Navier-Stokes equation using the dimensionless analysis coupled with the experimental data, which has been widely used when referring to the belowcloud scavenging process. Chate and Kamra [6] showed that the collision efficiency of water drops increases with the increasing impaction parameter. Chate et al. [5] evaluated the scavenging coefficient for aerosols of diameters in the range of 0.02-10 m with various densities in accordance with their chemical compositions for heavy rain regime. They found that the inertial impaction mechanism is the dominant one in removing particles of all sizes for the heavy rain regime, and the scavenging coefficient is highly dependent on relative humidity for hygroscopic particles. Mircea and Stefan [4] obtained an exponential expression of the scavenging coefficient as a function of rainfall intensity and collision efficiency between raindrops and aerosol particles. In their later work, Mircea et al. [8] got the linear relations between the scavenging coefficient and the rainfall intensity via numerical analysis. Andronache [10, 11] concluded that the below-cloud scavenging (BCS) coefficients of aerosols by rainfall depend mainly on the aerosol size distribution parameters and on rainfall intensity, decreasing significantly with aerosol diameter, increasing with rainfall rate, and average raindrop and aerosol electric charge. Later, Andronache et al. [12] developed a more complicated model to predict the scavenging coefficient, finding it sensitive to the choice of representation of mixing processes, raindrop size distribution, phoretic effects in aerosol-raindrop collisions, and cloud droplet activation.
The research mentioned above was focused on getting the relation between the scavenging coefficient and the external factors. Jung et al. [13] expressed the collision efficiency as polynomial expression of particle diameter and applied the method of moments (MOM) to get analytical solutions of PBE. In their following work [3] , they employed the collision efficiency proposed by Slinn [9] and applied the MOM to study the evolution of PSD when the RSD obeys the MarshallPalmer (MP) and Krigian-Mazin (KM) distributions, and they got relatively good results. Besides, Bae et al. [14] developed a good analytical expression for scavenging coefficient. The value of scavenging coefficient can be calculated when the initial three key parameters of PSD and rainfall intensity are given. While in the scavenging process, these parameters evolve as time goes by and the initially calculated scavenging coefficient will be inaccurate due to the evolution of the PSD, even if the rainfall intensity remains the same. In fact, the three parameters of PSD and the scavenging coefficient couple together. Thus, we suggest that more attention should be paid to the dynamic evolution of PSD before getting the value of the scavenging coefficient.
The method of moments has been extensively used to deal with the PBE when referring to physical/chemical changes of particles, including aggregation/breakage [15] , condensation/evaporation [16] , coagulation [17, 18] , deposition/removal [19] [20] [21] , and chemical reaction [22, 23] . The periodic moment method (PMM), proposed by Pratsinis [24] , can be used to solve the evolution of PSD for simultaneous nucleation, condensation, and coagulation in the entire particle size spectrum through approximating the size distribution by a unimodal log-normal function.
In the present study, the PMM is adopted to deal with the PBE when referring to the wet scavenging process, and the scavenging coefficient is expressed as a polynomial function of aerosol diameter, raindrop diameter, and raindrop velocity. The evolutions of PSD are simulated numerically and the effects of RSD on PSD are studied. The variations of particle number concentration, geometric mean diameter, and geometric standard deviation are given when Brownian diffusion and inertial impaction of particles dominate, respectively.
Theory

Basic Theory of Wet Removal.
The governing equation describing the time-dependent removal of particles in air by collision with raindrops [8] is as follows:
where ( , ) is the particle size distribution in air and Λ( ) is the scavenging coefficient representing the rate of scavenged particles by raindrop; consider
where ( , ) is the collision kernel (or collection kernel) which describes the probability of collisions between particles with diameter and raindrops with diameter [3, 13] ; consider
where ( , ) is the collision efficiency which will be discussed below. ( ) is the velocity of a falling raindrop with diameter and can be expressed as follows:
The collision efficiency, ( , ), represents the ratio of the actual frequency of collisions to the theoretical frequency and is affected by turbulent diffusion, Brownian diffusion, van der Waals force, thermophoresis, electrostatic adsorption, and so on. Mircea et al. [4, 8] suggested the collision efficiency to be a constant or a function of rainfall intensity (including linear and power law functions). Jung et al. [13] got a set of analytical solutions for polydispersed particles by a wet removal process for submicrometer particles. Slinn [9] obtained the following semiempirical formula according to the Navier-Stokes equation using the dimensionless analysis coupled with the experimental data:
where Re = ( ) /(2 ) is the Reynolds number based on the raindrop diameter, Sc = /( diff ) is the Schmidt number of particles with the diffusion coefficient diff = /(3 ), St = 2 ( )/ is the Stokes number of (6) where is the molecular mean free path.
The terms on the right-hand side (RHS) of (5) represent the effects of Brownian diffusion, interception, and inertial impaction, respectively. (2)- (3), the scavenging coefficient, Λ( ), is related to the collision kernel between particles and raindrops, collision efficiency ( , ), and RSD ( ). The RSD based on particle diameter can be described with the log-normal distribution [26] , and the particle size distribution can also be approximated by the log-normal distribution [27] as follows:
Application of the Method of Moments. According to
where , , and are the number concentration, geometric mean diameter, and geometric standard deviation of raindrop, respectively. Definitions of the th moment of raindrops and particles are and , respectively [24] ; consider
The last term on RHS of (5) is difficult to deal with when applying the moment method to (1). Thus, the approximate expression proposed by Jung et al. [3] is adopted as follows:
The final expression of scavenging coefficient and governing moment equation are as follows [3, 14, 28] : 
According to the definition of , 0 is the total particle number concentration, and ( /6) 3 is the total volume of particles. In the following calculation, we solve the first three moment equations, that is, = 0, 1, and 2. The geometric mean particle diameter, , and the geometric standard deviation, , can be expressed as the function of the first three moments as follows:
Results and Discussions
Numerical Specifications.
The 4th-order Runge-Kutta method with fixed time step is employed to solve (11) with = 0, 1, and 2. The evolutions of PSD are simulated numerically and the effects of RSD on PSD are studied in nine cases. The values of the initialization parameter are listed in Table 1 . Case 1 and Case 4 with initial geometric standard deviation 0 = 1.5 are selected to validate the computation codes. Cases 2-5 are selected to obtain the evolution of PSD for clarifying the function by different mechanisms (i.e., Brownian diffusion is dominant for 0 = 1-10 nm; both Brownian diffusion and interception are dominant for 0 = 0.1-0.5 m; and inertial impaction is dominant for 0 = 5-8 m). Cases 6-9 are selected to study the effect of RSD on PSD for a given water content defined by (14) [4] , and the corresponding raindrop number concentration, , is calculated via (15) . The computational programs are written using the C Programming Language and are performed on Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 complier. Consider
= 6
Validation of Computation Codes.
Particles with diameter 0 = 1 nm and 0.5 m are selected to validate the computation codes. Figure 1 shows the numerical results of particle number concentration based on different collision efficiencies proposed by Slinn [9] and Jung and Lee [29] , respectively. The collision efficiency proposed by Slinn is given with a semiempirical formula based on the NavierStokes equation using dimensionless analysis combined with experimental data. While the collision efficiency proposed by Jung and Lee, as shown in (16) , is valid for 0 < 1 m, Figures 2 and 3 show the evolution of particle geometric mean diameter, , and geometric standard deviation, , in the rainfall process, respectively. From Figure 2 we can see that increases when the initial geometric mean diameter 0 is equal to 1 nm, 10 nm, and 0.1 m, and it decreases when 0 is equal to 5 m. Thus, we can deduce that there exists one kind of particle diameter, for which never changes in the whole scavenging process. For particles with 0 = 1 nm and 10 nm, grows much faster when the value of 0 is larger. And for particles with 0 = 5 m, decreases much more rapidly when 0 is larger. The region that particle diameter locates between 0.01 m and 2 m is called "Greenfield gap" [30] because the collision efficiency of particles in this region and raindrops is relatively low. While for particles in the "Greenfield gap" (e.g., 0 = 0.1 m), hardly changes in the whole process. The evolution of in the present study is qualitatively consistent with the result given by Jung et al. [13] . In Figure 3 , the geometric standard deviation of particle diameter, , converges to 1.0 as time goes by in the rainfall process for all particle sizes, which means that the particle size distribution tends to be monodisperse. For particles with the same value of 0 , decays much faster when the value of 0 is larger. For particles with the same initial value of 0 , decreases at an early stage for small particles dominated by the Brownian diffusion, and at a later stage for large particles controlled by the inertial impaction. hardly changes for particles in the "Greenfield gap".
Evolution of Particle Geometric Mean Diameter and Geometric Standard Deviation.
Effect of Raindrop Size Distribution on Particle Size
Distribution. The effect of raindrop size distribution (RSD) on the particle size distribution (PSD) is studied using the values of initialization parameter for Cases 6-9 with the given water content (10 g/m
3 ). Figure 4 shows the evolution of particle number concentration. For Cases 6 and 8 the geometric standard deviation of raindrop diameter, , is the same but the geometric mean raindrop diameter, , is different. The particle number concentration decreases faster in Case 6 than in Case 8 as shown in Figure 4 . For particles Abstract and Applied Analysis with 0 = 0.5 m and 0 = 8 m in Cases 6 and 8, the same tendency can be observed, which demonstrates that the RSD in Case 6 can scavenge particles with a much higher efficiency than that in Case 8.
For Cases 8 and 9, the geometric mean raindrop diameter, , is the same but the geometric standard deviation of raindrop diameter, , is different. It can be seen that the RSD in Case 8 can remove particles with a much higher efficiency than that in Case 9 for any kind of particles. Meanwhile, it takes a much longer time to scavenge particles when 0 = 0.5 m in Case 9 than that for any other kind of particle diameters in any case. Figure 5 shows the effect of RSD on and for particles with 0 = 10 nm. It can be seen that increases and decreases in all cases, which is consistent with the results given in Figures 2 and 3 . It takes the longest time for / 0 and / 0 to get the same values in Case 9, and the shortest time in Case 6. The overall tendency of the effect of RSD on and for particles with 0 = 0.5 m and Figure 5 , is the same as that for particles with 0 = 10 nm. From the above numerical results and analysis, we can see that, for the same water content, the RSD with small can remove the particles more easily than with large . The RSD with small , that is, a narrow distribution of particle diameter, can collect particles more easily than with large . Thus, the RSD in Case 6 is the most efficient in scavenging particles, the RSD in Case 8 takes second place, the RSD in Case 7 the third, and the RSD in Case 9 is the worst, which is consistent with the experimental result [31] . This can be explained in the following way. The raindrop number concentration, , increases as and decrease with a given water content according to (15) , leading to the increase of the total surface area of raindrops, which enhances the probability of capturing small particles dominated by the Brownian diffusion. The intermediate size particles controlled by the combined effect of Brownian diffusion and interception depend on the value of / . For the particles with smaller and , / is larger; that is, the RSD is more monodisperse, which makes the collision efficiency become large as shown in the second term on the right-hand side of (5). Thus, the RSD with smaller and can scavenge intermediate size particles with a much higher efficiency. While for particles with a relatively large size, the scavenging coefficient becomes smaller with larger and .
Conclusions
The removal of aerosol particles in the rainfall process is studied with the periodic moment method. Both the aerosol particle size distribution and raindrop size distribution are assumed to be log-normal. The effects on the collision efficiency of the mechanisms of Brownian diffusion, interception, and inertial impaction have been investigated. The binomial formulas are reexpanded to get a more accurate expression of scavenging coefficient. The first three moments of particle size distribution are simulated and the effects of raindrop size distribution on particle size distribution are studied in nine cases. The results show that the particle number concentration decreases as time goes by. Particles dominated by Brownian diffusion are removed more easily. The particles in the "Greenfield gap" are the most difficult to be removed. The particle number concentration decreases much more rapidly when particle geometric mean diameter is smaller. In the scavenging process, the particle geometric mean diameter increases when 0 < 10 nm, and decreases when 0 ≥ 1 m, but changes a little when 10 nm < 0 < 1 m. The geometric standard deviation of particle diameter converges to 1.0 as time progresses for any kind of particles, which means that the particle size distribution tends to be monodisperse, and it decays much faster for particles with large 0 . For the same water content, the raindrop size distribution with small can remove particles with a much higher efficiency than that with large , and the raindrop size distribution with small can collect particles more easily than with large . Particles in the "Greenfield gap" are relatively difficult to scavenge, and a new method is needed to remove it from the air.
